Kentucky Civics Test Inquiry

Can the civics test make
you a good citizen?

Supporting Questions
1. What is on the civics test?
2. How did the class perform on the civics test?
3. What is the most important material on the civics test?
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Kentucky Civics Test Inquiry

Can the Civics Test Make You a Good Citizen?
Kentucky Academic
Standards

HS.C.RR.2 Explain how active citizens can affect the lawmaking process locally, nationally and
internationally.

Staging the Question

What is a good citizen? Create a mind map to list, organize, and connect associated ideas, actions,
and/or people to the central concept: “good citizen.”

Supporting Question 1

Supporting Question 2

Supporting Question 3

UNDERSTAND

UNDERSTAND

UNDERSTAND

What is on the civics test?
Formative
Performance Task
Take the school or district’s civics test.

Featured Sources
Source A: School or district’s civics
test
Source B: Civics Test from the Digital
Drivers License (DDL)
Source C: US Citizenship and
Immigration Services, 100 Civics
Questions

How did the class perform on the
civics test?
Formative
Performance Task
Draft a report identifying the class’
areas of strength and weakness with
reference to specific questions.
Featured Sources
Source A: Civics Test Results Matrix
from the Digital Drivers License
(DDL)
Featured Sources from Supporting
Question 1

What is the most important material
on the civics test?
Formative
Performance Task
Create a claim, or series of claims,
supported by evidence, about
whether the test should include other
kinds of civic learning.
Featured Sources
Source A: Civics Test Question Cards
Featured Sources from Supporting
Question 1-2

Summative
Performance
Task

ARGUMENT | ASSESS Can the civics test make you a better citizen? Construct an argument that discusses the
compelling question using specific claims and relevant evidence from contemporary sources while acknowledging
competing views.

Taking
Informed
Action

ACT Do we need to keep the civics test? Write a letter to local school district, school board, state official, or
national organization about whether Kentucky should keep the civics test as a requirement for graduation.
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Overview
Inquiry Description
This inquiry leads students through an investigation of the civics test, a current graduation requirement for
Kentucky students, in order to consider the ways in which the test addresses needed knowledge and skills to
prepare students for active engagement in civic life. The compelling question for the inquiry—can the civics test
make you a good citizen?—frames students’ assessment of the civics test in consideration of what it means to be a
“good citizen,” a purpose of the Kentucky civics test, as well as national initiatives to have similar civics test in all
states, notably by the Joe Foss Institute.
Understanding the civics test’s content, as well as how it complements being a good citizen, illuminates the
intersection between knowledge, skills, dispositions, and civic experiences needed to prepare students for
informed participation in civic life. In addressing the compelling question—can the civics test make you a good
citizen?—students work through a series of supporting questions, formative performance tasks, and featured
sources in order to construct an evidence-based argument while acknowledging competing perspectives.
The supporting questions and formative tasks help students build knowledge and skills through the course of the
inquiry. Through this process, students prepare for the civics test and build upon the test’s content by considering
how it connects to civic engagement, as well as the test’s areas of need. Grounding an inquiry with the civics test
bridges the exam to Kentucky’s social studies state standards, and likewise, provides an opportunity to reinforce
content through application of knowledge and skills.
This inquiry is anticipated to require three-to-four 45-minute class sessions. The time needed depends on what
elements teachers would like to focus. Teachers are encouraged to add and subtract additional resources according
to preference, instructional time, and student needs. Resources can also be modified as necessary to meet
individualized education programs (IEPs) or Section 504 Plans for students with disabilities.

Learning Standards & Instructional Framework
The following Kentucky Academic Standard (2019) is highlighted in this inquiry lesson:
•

HS.C.RR.2 Explain how active citizens can affect the lawmaking process locally, nationally and
internationally.

Instructional Notes
In addition to the students’ featured sources throughout the inquiry, the resources below are provided to support
teachers’ instruction by familiarizing them with scholarly understandings of “good citizenship” in social studies
education. The central criticism of the civics test is that it focuses on memorization of individual facts, rather than
having students engage in civic practices. The sources provided here outline the dimensions of a rigorous and
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meaningful civic education, notably the need for teachers to develop students’ civic knowledge, as well as civic skills,
civic dispositions, and provide opportunities to take action in a civic experience.
SOURCE A In the C3 Framework, published by the National Council for the Social Studies, the authors describe the
role of civic education across the disciplines, noting the role of civic knowledge, skills, virtues, and practices. As
reference, teachers should use the “Civics” description (p. 31) and “Scholarly Rationale for the C3 Framework:
Civic-Minded Thinking” (p. 88-9) in preparation for this inquiry.
National Council for the Social Studies. (2013). The College, Career, and Civic Life (C3) Framework for Social Studies
State Standards: Guidance for Enhancing the Rigor of K-12 Civics, Economics, Geography, and History. Silver
Spring, MD: NCSS.
SOURCE B The second source to help introduce teachers to different facets of good citizenship is the article: “What
kind of Citizen? The Politics of Educating for Democracy” (2004). The authors, Joel Westheimer and Joseph Kahne,
review perspectives towards citizenship. The article presents a framework of three kinds of citizens, reflecting
different approaches and outcomes in civic education.
Westheimer, J., & Kahne, J. (2004). What Kind of Citizen? The Politics of Educating for Democracy. American Educational
Research Journal, 41(2), 237-269.
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Staging the Compelling Question
Compelling Question

Can the civics test make you a good citizen?

Staging Task

What is a good citizen? Create a mind map to list, organize, and connect associated ideas,
actions, and/or people to the central concept: “good citizen.”

In order to stage the compelling question—can the civics test make you a good citizen?—teachers can have
students create a mind map around the central concept of the “good citizen.” The staging task can be performed
individually, in small groups, or collectively as a class.
By having students list, organize, and connect ideas around a central concept, it allows both teachers and students
to gauge different perspectives. The mind map can take numerous forms, but should allow for a free generation of
ideas, actions, and/or people students associate with “good citizenship.”
To develop the mind map, students can take the following steps. First, students will create a list of initial ideas,
actions, and people they associate with “good citizenship.” Teachers should not expect students to generate the
same content. What is important is that students notice the variety of different associations they make and begin to
consider how their ideas connect with those of other students.
As the list grows, students will need to organize their list into the mind map, wherein they connect items to one
another, while also continuing to generate more items to add. Depending on the list’s complexity, teachers may
have students organize their list and mind map around categories, visually identifiable by using different colors
and symbols or organizing into quadrants. One possible organizational structure could be based on the four
dimensions of civic education (listed below).
As students create their mind maps, teachers should challenge them to consider other features of good citizenship
to build upon their work, using four dimensions of civic education: the knowledge, skills, dispositions, and
experiences of citizens. In doing so, teachers are challenging students to use deductive skills and knowledge in
order to expand their understandings.
At this point in the staging, teachers should introduce students to the compelling question and the staging task’s
featured sources, described below. The sources will allow students to not only add information to their staging
task, but also bridge the staging task with the inquiry’s focus.

Featured Sources
The featured sources for the staging exercise will support teachers and students as they brainstorm ideas
associated with being a good citizen.
SOURCE A This source comes from the Joe Foss Institute, a major proponent of civics test legislation across the
country. The chosen excerpt provides the organization’s reasoning for supporting civics test legislation.
SOURCE B These excerpts come from an article in the Chicago Tribune, discussing Illinois legislation for a civics test.
This article presents the reasoning for and against the test, based upon the needs for students to practice good
citizenship.
SOURCE C In these excerpts from The Atlantic, arguments for and against the test are presented in the context of
current concerns about civic education.
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Supporting Question 1
Supporting Question

What is on the civics test?

Formative Performance Task

Take the school or district’s civics test.
Source A: School or district’s civics test
Source B: Civics Test from the Digital Drivers License (DDL)

Featured Sources

• Accessed from: https://otis.coe.uky.edu/DDL/launch.php
Source C: “100 Civics Questions and Answers,” US Citizenship and Immigration
Services.
• Accessed from: https://www.uscis.gov/citizenship/educators/educationalproducts/100-civics-questions-and-answers-mp3-audio-english-version

Supporting Question 1 and Formative Performance Task
To answer the first supporting question—what is on the civics test?—students will take the school or district’s
civics test. Though each Kentucky district may create their own test, all civics tests must reflect the 100 questions
from the US Citizenship and Immigration Services. See sources below.
To prepare for subsequent inquiry tasks, teachers may have students make annotations as they complete the test,
noting important themes, concepts, or ideas. Through this technique, students are preparing to analyze and make
inferences about the test.

Featured Sources
The featured sources will support teachers and students as they complete the first supporting question, which
introduces students to the civics test’s content. Teachers may select to use one of the following sources to complete
the first task, or use all three to note similarities or differences between the sources.
SOURCE A Though Kentucky civics tests are created by individual districts, and thus can reflect differences, all
exams must reflect the 100 questions from the US Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) Citizenship Exam.
See Source B.
SOURCE B The second source is the Digital Driver’s License Civic Test resources. It includes a multiple-choice
version of the civics test.
SOURCE C The third source is “100 Civics Questions and Answers” from the US Citizenship and Immigration
Services (USCIS). Kentucky’s required civics exams must pull from this source’s 100 questions. Teachers will likely
use this source as a reference point, rather than the test students take to complete the supporting question’s task.
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Supporting Question 2
Supporting Question

How did the class perform on the civics test?

Formative Performance
Task

Draft a report identifying the class’ areas of strength and weakness with reference to
specific questions.

Featured Sources

Source A: Civics Test Results Matrix from the Digital Drivers License (DDL)

Supporting Question 2 and Formative Performance Task
To answer the second supporting question—how did the class perform on the civics test?—students will draft a
report identifying the class’ areas of strength and weakness with reference to specific questions. The intention of
this task is to have students organize the content knowledge contained within the civics test, and likewise, reflect
upon areas of needed growth in order to be successful on the exam.
To scaffold this assignment, teachers may have students complete a variety of different exercises to complete the
task. The following two options can be completed individually or in groups.
Exercise Option 1: Print the tests with large spaces/margins. Have students annotate the document: circle key
words, highlight important ideas, and provide explanations and/or inferences in the margins as they relate to
the supporting and compelling question.
Exercise Option 2: Provide students with the tests’ content categories. Have students identify the discipline
areas of strength and weakness, as well as identify the strengths and weaknesses of particular questions within
those categories.

Featured Sources
SOURCE A The featured source for this task will be the test results for the class. Students will ground their report in
students’ performance on the test, demonstrated in the first Formative Performance Task. If the test was
completed using the Digital Driver’s License (Supporting Question 1, Featured Source B), then they will be able to
access an electronic matrix of their test results.
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Supporting Question 3
Supporting Question

What is the most important material on the civics test?

Formative Performance Task

Create a claim or series of claims, supported by evidence, that answers the
supporting question.

Featured Sources

Source A: Civics test Question Cards

Supporting Question 3 and Formative Performance Task
To answer the third supporting question—what is the most important material on the civics test?— students
construct a claim or series of claims about which questions are most/least important. To organize students’
evidence and claims, teachers can have students use the Argument-Claim-Evidence graphic organizer or “chickenfoot” organizer. (See Appendix).
The purpose of this question is to bridge students’ test results and assessment of the exam to a critique of what
content the test iprepare students for civic life. Likewise, the formative performance task asks students to create
claims and counterclaims, preparing them to answer the compelling question in the summative performance task.

Featured Sources
SOURCE A The included civic test cards are the 100 test items, using the US Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS) civics resources. Teachers can revise these cards to better reflect their district’s civics test. Likewise,
teachers may choose to include fewer cards in order to focus students’ assessments to key themes or ideas of the
test.
SOURCE B The Featured Source is a list of prominent civic education resource websites. Teachers can supplement
the featured sources with additional resources or through a research task. Teachers should encourage students to
use the sources from the staging task. Likewise, teachers may elect to share the instructional resources (C3
Framework; Westheimer & Kahne article). Depending on classroom resources and student needs, teacher may
elect to print portions of the websites, rather than having students navigate and explore the pages themselves
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Summative Performance Task
At this point in the inquiry, students have examined the items on their district’s civics test, reflected upon their
own knowledge of the test items, assessed the importance of the different items for good citizenship, and evaluated
what additional kinds of civic learning are needed for them to be good citizens.
Students will construct an evidence-based argument using multiple sources to answer the compelling question—
can the civics test make you a good citizen? Assessing the Kentucky civics test using the compelling question
connects the civics test—a state graduation requirement—to its expressed purpose of helping prepare students for
informed and active participation in civic life.

Argument Stems
Students’ arguments could take a variety of forms, including a detailed outline, poster, or essay. Students’
arguments will likely vary, but could reflect any of the following:
•

The civics test’s content includes important information needed to participate in civic spaces.

•

Even though the information on the civics test is valuable, the test only assesses memorized content and
not the skills, dispositions, and/or experiences needed to be a good citizen.

•

Though the test doesn’t include action opportunities, the information does help create a knowledge
base for good citizens to draw upon and take action.

•

There is a lot of information on the test that could be seen as disconnected from modern civic issues.
The exam, and preparation for the test, doesn’t necessarily connect those dots.

•

It depends on your definition of a “good citizen.” Knowing a lot of facts doesn’t necessarily mean you
are positively impacting your community.

EXTENSION To extend their arguments, students can analyze how individual test items will connect to issues facing
their communities. Individually or in groups, students select an issue important to them. Using the test items,
students identify which content will help them address the issue, as well as additional information they need in
order to take informed action on the concern.

Taking Informed Action
Students have the opportunity to Take Informed Action by drawing on their understandings, their initial
assessments of the civics test, and the needs to be prepared for “good citizenship.”
UNDERSTAND Students complete the understand portion through the inquiry tasks. By completing Supporting
Questions 1-3, students establish an understanding of the civics test’s strengths and areas of need.
ASSESS To assess, students use their work in the argument to evaluate their district’s civics test and consider the
extent to which they believe the test supports preparing students for citizenship. If students do not believe it
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adequately supports good citizenship, their evaluation should provide suggestions about a more authentic way for
students to demonstrate civic learning. Suggestions must consider the civics test’s requirements to follow the
USCIS questions. Accordingly, suggestions can also include ideas to supplement the test (e.g., a civic capstone
project).
ACT To act, students write a proposal about the civics test’s areas of need (or needs of civic education to prepare
students for active citizenship) to share with the local school district, school board, state official, or national
organization.
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Staging the Compelling Question
Featured Source

Source A: Civic Education Initiative, Joe Foss Institute, accessed 26 September 2019. Accessed
from: https://joefossinstitute.org/our-programs/civics-education-initiative/

CIVICS EDUCATION INITIATIVE
– The 100 Facts Every High School Student Should Know
The Civics Education Initiative is simple in concept. It requires high school students, as a condition for
graduation, to pass a test on 100 basic facts of U.S. history and civics taken from the United States
Citizenship Civics Test – the test all persons applying for U.S. citizenship must pass.
The Civics Education Initiative legislation allows individual schools to administer the test in a way the
school deems as adequate to ensure the requirements are followed. Students may take the test as many
times as necessary to pass. By using this well-established test and the study materials provided, the
legislation has next to no implementation costs.
The Civics Education Initiative is a first step to ensure all students are taught basic civics about how our
government works, and who we are as a nation…things every student should know to be ready for active,
engaged citizenship.

RESTORING CIVICS EDUCATION AND ENSURING ALL HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES ARE READY FOR
ACTIVE, ENGAGED CITIZENSHIP.
Current estimates say that 46.9 percent of eligible voters did not vote in the 2016 general election—
nearly half of all eligible American voters. Many experts blame a disillusionment with government and a
general misunderstanding of how the process works for lackluster turnout year after year.
In 2011, the results from a civics-focused National Assessment of Educational Progress exam revealed
that less than half of American eighth graders “knew the purpose of the Bill of Rights on the most recent
national civics examination, and only one in 10 demonstrated acceptable knowledge of the checks and
balances among the legislative, executive and judicial branches,”
The decline of civics education in schools began in the 1950s and accelerated in the 2000s as schools
emphasized courses with more bearing on testing under No Child Left Behind.
Resulting in what Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Conner labeled the “quite crisis in education. “The
practice of democracy is not passed down through the gene pool. It must be taught and learned anew by
each generation of citizens,” said O’Connor.
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Staging the Compelling Question

Featured Source

Source B: Meredith Colias-Pete, “Critics: Civics test not designed to judge high school
knowledge,” Chicago Tribune, 25 January 2019. Excerpt. Accessed from:
https://www.chicagotribune.com/suburbs/post-tribune/ct-ptb-education-civics-test-st20190124-story.html

Alarmed by a perceived lack of knowledge by teens, a state lawmaker wants to require them to take a
civics test to graduate high school, a position some educators and a national group view with
reservations.
[Illinois] Sen. Dennis Kruse, R-Auburn, said…“I think it’s in the lack of basic education in our schools,” he
said. “We’ve got a generation of people who don’t know where we came from.”
…
Seeing that trend across several state legislatures, a national social studies advocacy group has opposed it
- saying a one-time test cannot ensure that students will have the tools to become active and informed
citizens.
The citizenship test “was not designed to measure civic literacy and learning,” according to a March 2018
memo from Maryland-based National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS).
The questions were too easy and memorized answers would soon be forgotten, it said.
Students should learn by doing — with teachers fostering active discussions, highlighting opposite
viewpoints and encouraging them to actively learn how government works, it said.
Kruse dismissed the argument against the test, saying memorization worked fine in prior generations.
“I like critical thinking and all that,” Kruse said. “Something is not connecting, the kids, they are not
connecting and retaining” the information.
“On paper, it’s a great idea for students to at least have the same knowledge as someone who wants to be
a citizen,” Hebron High School teacher Scott Eriks said via email.
“Students are already tested over these ideas,” he said. “I already believe as do some of my colleagues,
that students are tested enough. We do not need to be adding yet another graduation requirement on top
of many others.”
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Staging the Compelling Question
Featured Source

Source C: Alia Wong, “Why Civics Is About More Than Citizenship,” The Atlantic, 17 September
2015. Excerpt. Accessed from: https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2015/09/civiceducation-citizenship-test/405889/

“The more educated you are, the more likely you are to be civically engaged,” the Fordham Foundation’s
Robert Pondiscio said in a recent seminar with education reporters. It seems that the country’s public
schools are failing to fulfill one of their core founding missions: to foster and maintain a thriving
democracy.
This is the stated mission of the Joe Foss Institute, a nonprofit that has been making headlines for its
particular civic-ed strategy. The non-partisan institute is on a mission to make passing the U.S. citizenship
exam—the one that immigrants have to take to become naturalized citizens—a high-school graduation
requirement in all 50 states by 2017.
…

Even though all 50 states and the District of Columbia technically require some civic education, advocates
say many districts don’t take those policies very seriously, and few states actually hold schools
accountable for students’ civics’ outcomes. Just about a fourth of high-school seniors in 2014 scored
“proficient” on the federal-government’s civics exam.
…

The question is whether that goal will actually achieve the institute’s pledged mission of civic know-how
among America’s future adults. The initiative has also raised concerns about what it represents. “It’s an
empty symbolic effort,” said Joseph Kahne, a professor of education at Mills College who oversees
the Civic Engagement Research Group and is a vocal critic of the Foss Institute’s plan, in the seminar.
“There’s not any evidence base to show that this will be effective … It’s something state legislators can
pass and feel good about.” In a recent piece of commentary for Education Week, he argued that testing
approach to civic ed is the equivalent of “teaching democracy like a game show.”
…

Acknowledging the exam’s limitations, Lucian Spataro, a former president of the Joe Foss Institute who
continues to serve on its board, reasoned that it simply serves as a first step toward getting kids’ civic
literacy to an acceptable level. It’s part of what will inevitably be a long-drawn-out and challenging
process. Spataro used similar logic in justifying the testing approach: It incentivizes teachers, he
suggested, to give the subject more attention. “If it’s tested, it’s taught,” he said.
…

Asked about the Joe Foss approach, though, [Tiffany] Shlain said she sees its point. “I think there are some
things that have fallen by the wayside,” she said. “Knowing about your country and about how things
work—it’s empowering, ultimately … My focus is different, but I think [the citizenship-test requirement]
is a good thing. You have to know about how the government works in order to make change, and a lot of
people don’t.”
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Supporting Question 4
Resource

Resource
Civics
Education
Initiative

List of civic education resource websites.

Web Address

Description

http://civicseducationinitiative.org/

Though provided as a featured source for the staging task,
students can explore additional resources from the Joe Foss
Institute’s Civics Education Initiative website.

iCivics

https://www.icivics.org/our-story

The selected page of the iCivics describes the resources and
their purpose in supporting civic learning. Students can
navigate to other pages for further exploration of iCivics’
approach to civic learning.

Center for Civic
Education

https://www.civiced.org/wtp-theprogram

On the We the People Program Description, information is
provided concerning the resources and purpose, including
statements from current and former executive directors.

Mikva Challenge

https://mikvachallenge.org/about-us/
https://mikvachallenge.org/ourwork/theory-of-change/

Focusing on action civics, this page of the Mikva Challenge
website provides their mission, values, and resources. The
second link provides additional information regarding their
theory of change, as it relates to civic engagement.

CIRCLE: Center
for Information
& Research on
Civic Learning
and
Engagement
Constitutional
Rights
Foundation

https://civicyouth.org/guardian-ofdemocracy-successor-report-to-thecivic-mission-of-schools/

This web link takes users to the Guardians of Democracy: The
Civic Mission of Schools report, produced by CIRCLE and the
Carenegie Corporation of New York. Within the report, it
describes areas of concern and their recommendations for civic
learning.

https://www.crf-usa.org/aboutconstitutional-rights-foundation.html

This page of the Constitutional Rights Foundation describes the
purpose of the site’s resources and directs users to program
links.
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Appendix A
Resource

Argument – Claim – Evidence “chicken foot” organizer
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